MORAL JUDGMENT AND DECISION MAKING

1. INTRODUCTION

Moral rules are rigid. The 10 Commandments of the Bible’s Old Testament, for example, include unambiguous prohibitions, such as, “Thou shalt not kill.” Similarly, Kant’s categorical imperative is absolute: “Act only in accordance with that maxim through which you can at the same time will that it become a universal law” (Kant, 1785/2002; emphasis added). In practice, however, people often struggle to determine what is right or wrong. Consider a doctor treating a terminally ill patient who is suffering from unrelenting pain. She may struggle to decide whether the right course of action is to honor the Hippocratic Oath (not to mention laws that explicitly forbid euthanasia in most states) or honor the patient’s request to provide drugs he can use to end his life, especially if the doctor believes that she would make the same request if she were in the patient’s position. She therefore faces a dilemma because multiple moral principles produce conflicting mandates. Decisions that involve tension between moral principles can generate cognitive conflict within a person and ignite disagreement between people. Ultimately, small variations in context across situations can tip the balance between competing moral forces and lead to principle-inconsistent decisions.

Our focus in this essay is moral flexibility, a term that we use to capture the thesis that people are strongly motivated to adhere to and affirm their moral beliefs in their judgments and choices—they really want to get it right, they really want to do the right thing—but context strongly influences which moral beliefs are brought to bear in a given situation (cf. Bartels, 2008). In what follows, we review contemporary research on moral judgment and decision making and suggest
ways that the major themes in the literature relate to the notion of moral flexibility. First, we take a step back and explain what makes moral judgment and decision making unique. We then review three major research themes and their explananda: (i) morally prohibited value tradeoffs in decision making, (ii) rules, reason, and emotion in tradeoffs, and (iii) judgments of moral blame and punishment. We conclude by commenting on methodological desiderata and presenting understudied areas of inquiry.

We acknowledge that this chapter provides an incomplete view of the literature on moral psychology. We focus on moral judgment and decision making in situations that involve tension between moral principles. This focus reflects the intense theoretical curiosity these situations have garnered from behavioral scientists. We do not review one common type of moral choices people face—those that involve tension between moral principles and (material) self-interest—because they are (arguably) less perplexing for models of decision making than situations where moral principles are in conflict. Given our focus on moral judgment and choice, we also do not review research on (im)moral behavior (e.g., stealing, cheating, charitable giving, helping; for reviews see Tenbrunsel & Smith-Crowe, 2008; Treviño, Weaver, & Reynolds, 2006), research on the correspondence between moral behaviors (as in moral licensing; see Merritt, Effron, & Monin, 2010; Sachdeva, Iliev, & Medin, 2009), or research on the correspondence between moral principles and behavior (as in moral hypocrisy; see Monin & Merritt, 2012; Tenbrunsel, Diekmann, Wade-Benzoni, & Bazerman, 2010). Each of these omitted areas of research, as well as others we have not mentioned, illuminate features of morality that are worthy of further review (for broader treatments of morality see edited volumes by Bartels, Bauman, Skitka, and Medin, 2009; Sinnott-Armstrong, 2008, Vol 1, 2, 3).

1.1. Identifying the moral domain

The urge to define is a commendable scientific impulse. Unfortunately, and despite countless attempts, no universally-accepted definition of the moral domain has been offered so far. Rather than toss more fuel onto this bonfire of dispute, we instead gesture at some prototypical features of the moral domain shared by many approaches. Psychological questions about morality are especially likely to address “judgments of justice, rights, and welfare pertaining to how people ought to treat each other” (Turiel, 1983, p. 3). Moral judgments often concern courses of action that
entail some harm, especially loss of life or other physical harm, loss of rightful property, loss of privacy, or other threats to autonomy. Moral judgments also tend to be triggered by actions that affect not only the actor but others as well. People can distinguish doing something that is unwise from doing something that is morally abhorrent, and the assessment that something if morally relevant has particular features that we discuss in the next section.

1.2. What makes moral judgment and decision making unique?

Morality has long been treated as a distinct area of scholarship. Should it be? Put differently, why is it necessary to have a separate chapter on moral judgment and decision making in this handbook? Perhaps morality is distinctive only in its content, but not in any deeper structural way. By analogy, one could have a theory of how people buy houses and a theory of how people buy cars, but presumably these theories would differ little in few respects beyond those directly entailed by the content of the good being purchased. However, a theory of how people choose a spouse might be fundamentally different at a structural level from choices about laundry detergent (Goldstein & Weber, 1995; Rettinger & Hastie, 2001). We believe that moral judgments and choices have some distinctive properties.

Several past influential theories of morality simply asserted that the moral domain was unique based on normative criteria; that is, morality was set apart from other areas of inquiry based on philosophical definitions of what is or is not moral content (e.g., Kohlberg, 1976, 1981; Piaget, 1932/1997). But, in a substantial departure from these past theories, a rich body of evidence based on multiple methodologies and differing theoretical orientations now supports the claim that moral beliefs have distinct psychological properties from non-moral beliefs (e.g., Bauman & Skitka, 2009a; Skitka, Bauman, & Sargis, 2005; Smith, 1984; Turiel, 1983). Although the content of moral beliefs varies across time and place, the belief that there is such a thing as “right” and “wrong” seems to be present across widely different cultures (Shweder, Mahapatra, & Miller, 1987). The descriptive study of moral judgment is essentially the study of what (lay)people think is normative. (We elaborate more on normative approaches in the study of moral judgment and decision making in section 3.1.)
The domain theory of social judgment, for example, maintains that people act and reason differently as a function of whether a given situation is governed by moral rules, social conventions, or subject to personal discretion (e.g., Nucci, 2001; Turiel, 1983). The personal domain refers to aspects of behavior that are not subject to social rules and thus permits variability in belief and behavior. Whether you wear loafers or laces, for instance, is a matter left entirely to personal choice. Social conventions are norms and standards that are widely endorsed by and applied to a particular social or cultural group. Cultures differ considerably in the conventions they have for proper greetings (e.g., kissing, hand-shaking, bowing), and people within each culture are expected to conform to these norms. People from one culture, however, do not typically condemn those from other cultures who greet people differently; variability in conventions across social groups is largely accepted. Morals, in comparison, are the most compulsory rules. People are generally intolerant of morally-deviant behavior, irrespective of others’ preferences. For instance, today many people consider slavery to be morally wrong, and so they condemn those who hold slaves even within a culture where slavery is the norm. When people view issues in terms of moral right and wrong, there is little room for compromise: Wrong is wrong (Skitka et al., 2005; Skitka, 2010; Turiel, 2002). Behaviorally, people exhibit moral intolerance by disparaging and distancing themselves from moral reprobates (Haidt, Rosenberg, & Hom, 2003; Skitka et al., 2005; Tetlock et al. 2000).

These distinctive features of moral conviction can be distilled into a few core dimensions (see Bauman & Skitka, 2009a; Skitka, 2010). One such characteristic is that people are objectivist about their moral beliefs. For instance, Goodwin and Darley (2008) asked participants to make judgments about statements from four categories—those that reference empirical beliefs (e.g., the earth is not at the center of the known universe), social conventions (e.g., talking loudly and constantly to the person next to you during a lecture is a permissible action), tastes (e.g., Madison, WI is America’s best college town), and moral statements (e.g., anonymously donating a significant proportion of one’s income to charity is a morally good action). Participants judged that many moral statements, like empirical beliefs, were likely to be either true or false and that if two people disagreed about a statement, then one of them must be mistaken. Moral statements were rated as second most objective after empirical beliefs, and significantly more objective than social conventions and tastes.
A second characteristic of moral conviction is that people feel that others should universally agree with their moral beliefs or would be persuaded to agree with them if only they knew “the facts” (Skitka et al., 2005). Consistent with this idea, one recent study found that self-reported moral conviction about a specific attitude object (e.g., abortion, HPV vaccines, same sex marriage) is associated with a willingness to assert that one’s own attitude position should be universally adopted; additionally, being asked to write about a moral attitude causes people to more strongly endorse moral universalism (Morgan & Skitka, 2013).

Third, judging that something is morally right or wrong carries an inherent motivational component (Skitka et al., 2005; see also Hume, 1888). Consistent with this idea, people are more inclined to act on their moral attitudes than they are to act on their strong but non-moral attitudes (Skitka et al., 2005; Skitka & Bauman, 2008).

Finally, moral motivation stems from internalized beliefs rather than concerns about how authorities or society feel or what they mandate (Bauman & Skitka, 2009b; Skitka & Bauman, 2009; see also Blasi, 1984). For example, children endorse obedience to moral requests (e.g., no hitting) made by any person, including other children, but they only endorse obedience to norms (e.g., seat assignments) from legitimate authorities (Laupa, 1994). Similarly, children say that hitting and stealing are wrong, even if a teacher says it is okay (Nucci & Turiel, 1978; Smetana, 1981, 1985). Even the mandates of expert authorities with a high degree of legitimacy (e.g., the US Supreme Court) do little to sway people’s moral attitudes (Skitka, Bauman & Lytle, 2009). Once established, research largely suggests that people’s judgments of right and wrong are authority independent (although see Kelly et al., 2007; Sousa, Holbrook, & Piazza, 2009; Piazza, Sousa, & Holbrook, 2013 for some indeterminacies about this claim).

1.3. What makes moral judgment and decision making flexible?

Paradoxically, although people view morality as rigid, objective, universalizable, and so forth, moral judgment and decision making processes can be highly variable across contexts. One reason people may have flexible rather than rigid moral systems is that the moral world is extremely complicated. Most people are unlike philosophers in their ability and desire to achieve logical consistency across their beliefs (Converse, 1964; see also Chugh, Banaji, & Bazerman, 2005; Tenbrunsel & Messick,
1999). Therefore, it seems unreasonable to expect that a simple system would describe the way that most people experience morality.

Another reason to highlight the potential for moral flexibility is that people’s moral concerns are complicated. Moral rules and principles represent abstract ideas that must be operationalized and applied to specific situations (cf. Kristiansen & Hotte, 1996; Rokeach, 1973), and the affordances of those situations can highlight one facet or another of a moral value. For example, parental love facilitates the apparent strict adherence to a moral rule of “do no harm.” In some instances, however, some parents may believe it is necessary to show “tough love” in the short-term to serve the child’s best interest in the long-term. In short, even a simple idea, like do no harm, can mean different things depending on context.

As we mentioned in the introduction, moral flexibility refers to the idea that people are often motivated to do the right thing, but a given moral principle can give rise to very different moral judgment and decisions across contexts. Therefore, from the perspective of moral flexibility, inconsistency across moral situations should not necessarily be interpreted as evidence of moral bias, error, hypocrisy, weakness, or failure. Instead, we believe observations such as these can reveal instances when decision making models are underspecified.

To fully understand moral judgment and decision making, we will likely need interactionist frameworks that take into consideration both aspects of the moral decision maker and the context in which her decisions take place. Most human behavior is the joint product of the person and the situation (e.g., Allport, 1937; Lewin, 1935, 1951; Mischel, 1968). A comprehensive, unified model does not exist for moral judgment and decision making, but research has identified important pieces of the puzzle. In what follows, we cover some of the substantial scientific progress in moral judgment and decision making from the past couple of decades, discuss contemporary theoretical cross-currents, and end by noting some areas where we think there is more to be learned.

2. ATTEMPTS TO UNDERSTAND MORAL JUDGMENT AND DECISION MAKING: MAJOR RESEARCH THEMES AND THEIR EXPLANANDA

2.1. Moral value tradeoffs
A major area of research in moral judgment and decision making is about moral tradeoffs, or how people choose between two courses of action that may both lead to morally undesirable effects. These cases are commonly explored using moral dilemmas that ask whether it is permissible to cause direct harm to one person to save the lives of several others. Many of the dominant psychological theories of moral judgment draw inspiration from the philosophical debate over how these moral dilemmas ought to be resolved, and so we begin with a brief survey of the philosophical landscape.

2.1.1. Normative ethics

Several papers in the literature make reference to normative ethical theories, which provide recommendations about how people ought to judge whether acts are morally forbidden, permissible, or compulsory. Two of the most important normative ethical theories are consequentialism and deontology. Consequentialism is the view that the moral status of an action (or inaction) should be determined solely based on the outcomes it produces; actor’s intentions and other features of actions or the circumstances in which they are undertaken are irrelevant. Utilitarianism is a well-known and influential version of consequentialism that results from “…combining consequentialism with welfarism. Since consequentialism holds that an act is right if and only if it leads to the best consequences, and welfarism holds that the goodness of an outcome is ultimately a matter of the amount of individual well-being, counting everyone equally, it follows that utilitarianism is the view that an act is right if and only if it leads to the greatest total amount of well-being” (Kagan, 1998, p. 52), where “well-being”, or “welfare interests,” are “abstracted from actual and possible preferences. Welfare interests consist in just that set of generalized resources that will be necessary for people to have before pursuing any of the more particular preferences that they might happen to have. Health, money, shelter, sustenance, and such like are all demonstrably welfare interests of this sort, useful resources whatever people’s particular projects and plans.” (Goodin, 1993, p. 242).

Deontology is the view that the moral status of an action should be evaluated based on qualities of the action, independent of its consequences. Actions are intrinsically wrong if they violate moral rules, such as those that specify rights, duties, and obligations. Deontology acknowledges that the consequences of an act are relevant for determining its moral status, but

In many contexts, consequentialism and deontology yield the same judgments for harmful acts; doing harm leads to worse consequences, other things being equal. But strict consequentialism treats prohibitions of harmful acts as akin to rules of thumb that must be broken in cases where doing so would produce better consequences. And, conversely, an important characteristic of deontological judgments is that they are consequence-insensitive.

Importantly, consequentialism and deontology do not exhaust the full range of moral considerations identified by theories of normative ethics. Virtue ethics is a view that focuses on moral character and dispositions or traits that promote human flourishing. Virtues do not involve specific actions (e.g., telling the truth) as much as they represent a person’s longstanding practices that are consistent with an ideal (e.g., being an honest person). Although this perspective has received much less attention from moral psychologists, a growing body of research suggests that people make moral judgments that are consistent with virtue ethics (e.g., Critcher, Inbar, & Pizarro, 2012; Goodwin, Piazza, & Rozin, in press; Tennenbaum, Uhlmann & Diermeier, 2011; see Pizarro & Tennenbaum, 2010 for a review). We will return to this point when discussing understudied aspects of moral judgment.

2.1.2. Protected values.

Choice models in behavioral decision theory typically assume that people seek to obtain desirable outcomes. This supposition is central to both normative models (that describe how decision makers should choose; Savage, 1954; von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1947) and descriptive models (that describe how people actually choose; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). However, research also shows that rules play a critical role in decision making (e.g. Amir & Ariely, 2007; March & Heath, 1994). Moral choices represent a useful context to investigate the conflict between rule-based and consequentialist decision strategies because moral choices are sometimes driven more by ideas about how sacred entities are to be treated (“companies should not allowed to buy the right to pollute the earth”) than by the direct consequences associated with the action (“even if pollution credits reduce pollution”). In other words, protected values are
associated with deontological rules (e.g., “do no harm”; Baron, 1996) and not the overall consequences of those actions (Baron & Ritov, 2009). A standard interpretation of such preferences is that protected values motivate rigid rule-based decision processes that ignore outcomes.

The protected values framework describes morally-motivated choice as constrained by an absolutely restrictive set of tradeoff rules (Baron & Spranca, 1997). Protected values are exempt from tradeoffs with other values; in theory, they cannot be traded off or violated for any reason, no matter the consequences. As such, they are typically measured by presenting respondents with statements concerning the acceptability of tradeoffs for some resource and asking them to evaluate its moral status. For example, Ritov and Baron (1999) asked participants to respond to a potential tradeoff, and classified people who respond “c” to the item below as those with a protected value for fish species.

_Causing the extinction of fish species:_

   a) I do not object to this.

   b) This is acceptable if it leads to some sort of benefits (money or something else) that are great enough.

   c) This is not acceptable no matter how great the benefits.

People who express a protected value for a given issue are more likely to exhibit “quantity insensitivity.” That is, decision makers with protected values relevant to a particular decision may disregard outcomes entirely and view a small violation of a protected value as being equally wrong as larger violations (e.g., Baron & Spranca, 1997). For example, Ritov and Baron (1999) presented participants with a scenario where the only way to save 20 species of fish upstream from a dam on a river would be to open the dam, but opening the dam would kill two species of fish downstream. Participants were then asked (i) whether they would open the dam in this situation, and (ii) to identify the maximum number of fish species they would allow to be killed downstream and still decide to open the dam. Participants who had a protected value about fish extinctions (based on the criterion above) were less likely to choose to open the dam (if doing so would kill two species), and more likely to indicate they were unwilling to open the dam if doing so would cause the loss of even a single species, _even though not opening the dam would lead to the loss of 20 species._

The link between a non-consequentialism and protected values may not be clear at first blush. Presumably, people care deeply about the entities about which they have a protected value (e.g., family, endangered species). So, one would expect people to be sensitive to the consequences
that befall these protected entities. However, if protected values motivate non-consequentialism, then people who really care about an issue will fail to maximize the goodness of outcomes for these entities and they might even appear comparatively ignorant, insofar as they might not be taking stock of the consequences at all. These restrictive tradeoff rules, then, present a major problem that could undercut welfare-maximization, from the standpoint of a utilitarian policy-making perspective (Baron & Spranca, 1997).

Viewing the results of research on protected values through the lens of moral flexibility suggests that a non-consequentialist interpretation considers only part of a larger story. Moral decision makers sometimes affirm their protected values by judging a particular action to be wrong, even in the face of undesirable consequences. However, people with protected values are also capable of identifying situations where the benefits would justify tradeoffs (Baron & Leshner, 2000), and the relationship between protected values and evaluating moral actions is strongly determined by attentional processes (Bartels, 2008; Sachdeva & Medin, 2008; Iliev et al., 2009). For example, situations that direct people’s attention to the consequences of their choices (and away from the actions that bring them about, like asking them whether they would make the tradeoff with varying sets of circumstances) make people with protected values more willing to endorse tradeoffs than those without protected values (i.e., the opposite of quantity insensitivity; Bartels & Medin, 2007). In short, it appears that features of the situation play a key role in determining whether and how much people base their choices on rules or consequences. People with protected values sometimes appear to be deontologists who strictly follow rules, and they sometimes appear to be utilitarians who ardently pursue the best consequences.

2.1.3. Sacred values and taboo tradeoffs

As noted above, people sometimes reason and choose non-consequentially, such as when they are contemplating the extinction of an endangered species. Although the “protected values” framework (e.g. Baron & Spranca, 1997) addresses these situations, so does a seemingly parallel but distinct literature on “sacred values”. Whereas the literature on protected values has largely focused on the problems that absolutely restrictive tradeoff rules pose for seeking utilitarian ends (e.g., crafting optimal policy) and in the cognitive and affective correlates of having protected values (Baron & Spranca, 1997), the literature on sacred values presents a framework, largely derived from
sociology, for understanding where such rules might come from (Fiske & Tetlock, 1997) and for understanding how people manage to flexibly navigate through a world that forces them to make value tradeoffs (Tetlock, 2002).

The sacred value framework primarily examines exchanges in which decisions are determined by the moral significance attached to the things being exchanged. Certain cherished goods, like human life, health, and nature, are treated by people in some communities as having intrinsic moral or transcendental value. In all but the most extreme circumstances, these sacred values are not to be exchanged for secular values, especially goods that can be bought or sold. For example, selling one’s vote or paying someone else to take one’s place in a military draft seems morally abhorrent to many people. The sacred values framework explains these instances of non-consequentialist judgments as the result of a person having internalized a set of culturally-defined norms that constrain the manner in which different types of goods can be permissibly exchanged for each other. Most research on sacred values focuses on the restrictive tradeoff rules that suggest that strongly held, situation-specific values engender deontological decision strategies. For example, people often have strong reservations about market exchanges for sex, organs, and adoption (Sondak & Tyler, 2001; Tetlock et al. 2000). People have similar reservations about religious organizations (i.e., a sacred entity) relying on commercial marketing strategies (i.e., a secular solution) to recruit and retain their members (McGraw, Schwartz, & Tetlock, 2012). These effects extend outside the laboratory. A field study involving Palestinians and Israeli settlers facing a (hypothetical) tradeoff involving a sacred value (e.g., returning land, recognizing a Palestinian state) reacted with greater outrage when the peace deal was “sweetened” with a monetary offer (e.g., receiving a $1 billion a year for 100 years in money from the US; Ginges, Atran, Medin, & Shikaki, 2007; see also Deghani et al., 2009; 2010)

Sacred-secular exchanges are judged to be morally reprehensible (Tetlock et al., 2000). Tetlock’s (2002) framework suggests that facing a “taboo tradeoff” — sacred-for-secular tradeoff, those where only one of two or more resources are treated as morally significant — decision makers view utilitarian considerations (i.e., costs and benefits of alternative courses of action) as off-limits. When posed with a taboo tradeoff, people instead adhere to deontological constraints, affirming their culture’s proscriptive moral rules. People want to avoid taboo tradeoffs for interpersonal and intrapersonal reasons. Avoiding taboo tradeoffs means avoiding the negative judgments made by
others (Tetlock, Peterson, & Lerner, 1996); even knowing that someone merely contemplated such a tradeoff is aversive; eliciting contempt, disgust, and the judgment that such contemplation is unforgivable (Tetlock et al., 2000). Also, a decision maker facing a potentially taboo tradeoff experiences negative emotions (McGraw & Tetlock 2005; Tetlock et al. 2000), which they avoid by abandoning tradeoff reasoning (McGraw, Tetlock, & Kristel, 2003). For instance, contemplating secular-sacred tradeoffs, such as whether to save money on an apartment or a vehicle by accepting lower levels of safety, leads consumers to abandon tradeoff based reasoning to avoid negative emotions (Luce, Payne, & Bettman 1999, 2000).

According to the sacred values framework, not all morally significant exchanges are impermissible. In situations where only sacred values are at issue—“tragic tradeoffs”—people believe it is okay, perhaps even a good idea, to weigh utilitarian considerations. For example, people are not outraged when they learn about a hospital administrator agonizing over a decision about which of two dying children should be given the one life-saving organ, regardless of the ultimate choice (Tetlock et al., 2000).

The permissibility of tradeoff goes even further when one takes into account research that investigates how simple rhetorical messages can reframe a taboo tradeoff into acceptable, even routine tradeoff (McGraw & Tetlock, 2005; McGraw, Schwartz, & Tetlock, 2012). For instance, the public was outraged when they found that the Clinton administration provided major campaign contributors a night’s stay in the Lincoln bedroom. That outrage was mitigated when a reciprocity norm was invoked to explain the situations – “friends doing favors for friends” (McGraw & Tetlock 2005), and this mitigation was especially pronounced for the people—Bill Clinton supporters—who were most motivated to avoid experiencing outrage associated with the idea that rooms in the White House were up for sale as they would be in a common hotel.

What underlies the moral flexibility demonstrated in the literature on sacred values? Evidence suggests that people understand that moral concepts like harm, equality, or purity can have different meanings depending on the type of social relationship a given situation involves (Rai & Fiske, 2011). For example, even a slight change in framing a policy decision as military or diplomatic has a profound effect on how people view potential responses to a hostage situation (Ginges & Atran, 2011). According to this view, people’s flexibility in applying moral values across situations is a consequence of how people interpret social situations and implement a finite set of
schemata about the nature of the relationships therein. Specifically, social relationships can be grouped into four basic models: communal sharing, authority ranking, equality matching, and market pricing (Fiske, 1991, 1992; see also Haslam, 2004). The acceptability of a particular tradeoff depends on the relational system invoked. In communal sharing relationships, group members (e.g., a family)—but not outsiders—have equal status and expect equal access to shared resources. Authority ranking relationships include asymmetry among group members, such that lower-ranking members are expected to show deference to higher-ranking members. Equality matching relationships are characterized by efforts to balance outcomes across people based on comparisons along one dimension at a time (e.g., turn taking). In market pricing relationships, people strive to aggregate several dimensions of comparison (e.g., time spent, effort exerted, and output quality) using a common metric (usually money) that makes complex evaluations and exchanges possible. These four basic relational schema facilitate social interaction by allowing people to form expectations for their own and others’ behavior, evaluate exchanges, and identify violations. From this perspective, taboo tradeoffs occur when relational schema conflict, such as when a market-pricing perspective comes into conflict with communal sharing (e.g., someone offers to pay for the part of the Thanksgiving dinner they ate at a friend’s house; Fiske & Tetlock, 1997).

A relational regulation model provides a promising approach to understanding moral flexibility, as it represents a framework for understanding when and why moral rules and motives vary across situations and people (e.g., when people care about equality, when they care about equity, and whether they “keep score” at all). So, tradeoffs that are common and uncontroversial when viewed through the lens of one relational model can appear bizarre, unacceptable, or offensive when viewed through the lens of another. For example, people routinely set prices based on supply and demand without concern when they perceive the market pricing schema to apply to the situation. When it comes to fundamental needs—like being able clear one’s driveway after a snowstorm—people often apply the communal sharing model, which causes them to judge people who set very high prices (e.g., for snow shovels) based on low supply and high demand as “price gougers” (Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1986).

In sum, the sacred values framework thus links moral values (as internalized norms that afford certain goods moral significance) to deontology in some contexts; utilitarian considerations are off-limits when contemplating a sacred-for-secular exchange. The sentiment is that some goods
or services are not exchangeable for money, no matter what favorable consequences might be brought about by the exchange. The framework also identifies situations where consequentialist cognition is permissible (as in tragic tradeoffs, like the organ transplant example, and in secular-secular tradeoffs, like purchasing a computer). It further identifies that even in sacred-secular cases, it is possible to attenuate the outrage and contempt associated with taboo tradeoffs through rhetorical manipulations that change the social-relational context of the tradeoff.

2.2. Rules, reason, and emotion in moral tradeoffs

A large amount of research into moral tradeoffs has investigated reactions to the trolley problem as a means to examine the contributions of emotion, reason, automaticity, and cognitive control in moral judgment (Foot, 1967; Thomson, 1985; see also Waldmann, Nagel, & Wiegmann, 2012). In the “bystander” version, a runaway trolley is on a path that will kill five workers on the track ahead, and study participants must decide whether to flip a switch that would divert the trolley onto a side track where it would kill only one person. In the “footbridge” case, five people are similarly threatened, but study participants must decide whether to throw a person in front of the trolley (killing him) to save the five on the tracks. A large majority of people say that the one person should be sacrificed for the sake of five in the bystander case, whereas a small minority say that the one person should be sacrificed in the footbridge case (Greene et al., 2001; Hauser, Cushman, Young, Jin, & Mikhail, 2007; Mikhail, 2009). If people were strictly following a broad deontological rule, like “It is absolutely forbidden to intentionally kill someone,” they would respond “no” in both cases. If people were strictly following utilitarianism (i.e., bring about the greatest good for the greatest number), they would respond “yes” in both cases. Therefore, the results show that most people are not rigidly deontological or utilitarian, and researchers have sought to explain what accounts for the flexibility people exhibit when dealing with these cases.

Several explanations have been offered for what underlies discrepant responses across versions of the trolley problem. For example, some have argued that the issue is whether an action directly (as in footbridge) or indirectly (as in bystander) causes harm (Royzman & Baron, 2002), whether the causal focus is directed on to the trolley or the people on the track (Waldmann & Dieterich, 2007; Iliev, Sachdeva, & Medin, 2012), whether the action is interpreted as violating a rule in the social contract (Fiddick, Spampinato & Grafman, 2005), and whether the outcomes are
viewed as gains or losses (Petrinovich, O’Neill, & Jorgensen, 1993). Below, we will provide expanded descriptions of three interpretations that have received considerable attention. One posits opposing roles for affect-laden intuition vs. reflective thought (Greene, 2007). Another decomposes these scenarios into their causal structure and invokes concepts like “assault”, “battery”, and “homicide” to account for judgments (Mikhail, 2007). A third invokes affectively-tagged moral rules and consideration of consequences (Nichols & Mallon, 2006).

2.2.1. Dual process morality

One influential model for understanding people’s responses to sacrificial dilemmas like the trolley problem is a dual system theory that contrasts reflective and emotional, intuitive processing (Greene, 2007; Greene et al., 2001). According to the model, controlled cognitive processes are responsible for welfare-maximizing (i.e., utilitarian) choices, such as flipping the switch and pushing the man in the bystander and footbridge versions of the trolley problem. The automatic emotional processes are responsible for choices that correspond to deontological rules, such as the aversion to causing direct harm to the man on the footbridge. So, this view maintains that although deontological *philosophy* depends on explicit, conscious rules, many deontological-seeming, non-utilitarian judgments depend on automatic, emotional intuitions. Central to the theory is a distinction between *personal* moral dilemmas that involve a strong affective component (such as the footbridge version of the trolley problem, where it is necessary to actually push a person to their death) versus *impersonal* dilemmas that do not involve such an affective component (such as the bystander version, where you are merely required to flip a switch that redirects the train). Personal dilemmas are proposed to evoke a conflict between utilitarian and deontological considerations, while impersonal dilemmas do not.

Several sources of evidence support this dual process hypothesis. Some studies underscore the role of controlled cognition: fMRI reveals correlates of controlled cognition for utilitarian choices (Cushman, Murray, Gordon-McKeon, Wharton, & Greene, 2011; Greene et al., 2004), time pressure and cognitive load decrease the frequency and speed of utilitarian choices (Suter & Hertwig, 2011; Trémolière, De Neys, & Bonnefon, 2012). Others underscore the role of affect: brain damage to regions that process emotions increases utilitarian responding, (Ciaramelli, Muccioli, Ladavas, & di Pellegrino, 2007; Koenigs et al., 2007; Moretto, Ladavas, Mattioli, & di
Pellegrino, 2010) and people who exhibit low levels of affective concern for others make more utilitarian judgments (Bartels & Pizarro, 2011; Gleichgerrcht & Young, 2013). Moral judgments are remarkably malleable: for instance, pharmacological interventions that enhance aversive learning and inhibition promote deontological responses (Crockett, Clark, Hauser & Robbins, 2010), as do manipulations that encourage participants to imagine the harmful consequences of action in vivid detail (Amit & Greene, 2012; Bartels, 2008). Additionally, people with higher working memory capacity and those who are more deliberative thinkers are more likely to judge a harmful utilitarian action as permissible (Bartels, 2008; Feltz & Cokely, 2008; Moore, Clark, & Kane, 2008; although, notably, people prone to reflective thought also tend to judge that it is permissible not to do so, a pattern of normative indifference referred to as “moral minimalism”; Royzman, Landy, & Leeman, in press).

At the same time, evidence for dual process model of morality has been challenged on empirical and methodological grounds (McGuire, Langdon, Coltheart & Mackenzie 2009; Baron, Gürçay, Moore & Starcke 2012; Kahane, Wiech, Shackel, Farias, Savulescu & Tracey 2011) and also on conceptual grounds (Kvaran & Sanfey, 2010; Moll, Oliveira-Souza & Zahn 2008; Nucci & Gingo 2010). A common theme among these critiques is that, ultimately, a sharp division between “cognitive” and “emotional” systems cannot be maintained. Utilitarian judgments require some kind of motivational grounding, while characteristically deontological judgments require some kind of information processing. In fact, this point is echoed even by proponents of a dual-process approach (e.g., Cushman, Young & Greene 2010).

Recently, an alternative dual process model has been proposed that draws on current neurobiological models of reinforcement learning (Crocket, 2013; Cushman, 2013). These models rely on a broad division between two algorithms for learning and choice. One algorithm assigns values to actions intrinsically based on past experience (e.g., “I just don’t feel right pushing a person”, due to having been scolded for pushing on the playground years ago) and provides an explanation for an intrinsic aversion to harmful actions performed in ways that are more “typical”, such as up-close and personal harms. The other algorithm derives the value of actions from an internally represented causal model of their expected outcomes (e.g., “if I flip this switch, it will send a train down the side track and will kill the person standing there”) and provides an explanation for utilitarian moral judgments. These models of reinforcement learning were
developed quite independently of the literature on moral judgment, but they revolve around a distinction between good versus bad actions and good versus bad outcomes that resonates deeply with dual process models of morality (Miller, Hannikainen & Cushman, 2013).

2.2.2. Moral grammar

The dual process model of moral judgment relies largely on a coarse distinction between more “personal” and “impersonal” harms, but a wealth of evidence indicates much greater subtlety and organization in moral intuitions. For instance, people condemn actively causing harm more than passively allowing harm (Baron & Ritov, 2009; Cushman et al., 2006; Spranca, Minsk, & Baron, 1991), and they are also more willing to make tradeoffs (e.g., sacrificing one life to save another) in cases that involve passive rather than active harm (Goodwin & Landy, in press). People more strongly condemn actions that involve the direct transfer of bodily force from the actor to the victim (e.g., pushing the man off the footbridge) than when no such transfer of “personal force” occurs (e.g., flipping the switch in the bystander version; Cushman et al., 2006; Greene et al., 2009). And, the bystander and footbridge versions also differ in whether the choice involves an action that causes harm to someone as a means to save others or as a side-effect of saving others (Cushman et al., 2006; Foot, 1967; Mikhail, 2000; Thomson, 1985). In the footbridge version, the potential victim would be used as a “trolley-stopper,” an instrument to accomplish the goal of saving five others. In the bystander case, however, the potential victim would be collateral damage; his death would be an unfortunate consequence of diverting the train, but saving the five people on the other track would not be a consequence of his death.

The theory of universal moral grammar provides a descriptive account of these detailed principles (Mikhail, 2009). It maintains that moral judgment is the product of a single, relatively discrete psychological system (i.e., dedicated to morality) that distills situations into their causal and intentional structure and makes use of rules and legal concepts like battery, assault, and homicide to convert important features of situations morally-valenced judgments (for another interesting exploration of judgment processes involving legal concepts, see Koehler & Meixner, this volume). This system is postulated to be innate and to operate below the level of conscious awareness (cf. Chomsky, 1957, 1965), and whereas some of its rules specify the relative moral value of different outcomes (e.g., human life is good, causing harm is bad), other specify moral constraints on actions.
that bring about those outcomes (e.g., intentionally killing someone is bad, allowing people to die is bad if an actor could save them without incurring unreasonable costs). Compared with the dual process model of moral judgment, universal moral grammar has the virtue of explaining many detailed patterns in judgment that have been repeatedly identified in the literature, and it also provides an appraisal theory for what kinds of actions are likely to trigger specifically moral judgment. On the other hand, universal moral grammar is less suited to explain dissociations between the apparent contributions of automatic versus controlled processes to moral judgment.

2.2.3. Rules and emotions: A potential reconciliation

An alternative model that may reconcile seeming disparate approaches to understanding affect and cognition in moral judgment contends that moral cognition depends on an “affect-backed normative theory” (Nichols, 2002; Nichols & Mallon, 2006). Under ordinary circumstances, an act is judged wrong only if it both violates a proscriptive moral rule (e.g., “don’t kill”) and also elicits an affective response. For example, people consider it worse to violate a rule of etiquette that evokes disgust (e.g., spitting in one’s soup and then eating it) than to violate a rule of etiquette that does not (e.g., playing with one’s food; Nichols, 2002). However, in a scenario where a little girl has been instructed by her mother not to break a teacup, people consider her decision to break a teacup to prevent five others from being broken a violation of a rule, but not a moral violation, because a broken teacup does not elicit a strong emotional response (Nichols & Mallon, 2006).

While this theory offers a promising framework, there is substantial evidence that the framework must be a flexible one. Nichols and Mallon (2006) found that even affect-backed moral rules could be overwhelmed by good or bad consequences of great magnitude. For example, when told billions of people would die from a virus released into the atmosphere unless a man is killed, 68% of participants judged that such an action violates a moral rule. However, only 24% judged that the action was morally wrong, all things considered. Adding further detail to the dimensions of flexibility, Bartels (2008) found that people’s moral decisions depended on (i) the moral relevance ascribed to choices (i.e., whether or not they endorsed proscriptive rules for actions), (ii) evaluative focus (whether their attention was directed to rule-violating actions vs. the positive consequences these actions produced), and (iii) processing style (whether people were likely or unlikely to incorporate affective reactions to rule violations into their moral judgments of right and wrong)—
people who were more likely to “trust the gut” made more non-utilitarian judgments than people who were more skeptical of their own intuition. Consistent with the framework set out by Nichols and Mallon (2006), the results demonstrated that moral rules play an important, but context-sensitive role in moral cognition (see also Broeders et al., 2011). When violations of moral proscriptions were egregious, they generated affective reactions that overwhelmed consideration of the consequences favoring their violation. When attention was directed to the positive consequences of such actions, however, people reluctantly ignored these proscriptions.

2.2.4 Moral dilemmas and moral flexibility

Although there is an active debate among competing theories of moral dilemmas, there is also an underlying agreement concerning their significance: Moral dilemmas exist because we have diverse psychological processes available for making moral judgments, and when two or more processes give divergent answers to the same problem, the result is that we feel “of two minds” (Cushman & Greene, 2012; Sinnott-Armstrong, 2008; Sloman, 1996). In a sense, this both compels and enables moral flexibility. It compels flexibility because certain circumstances require uncomfortable tradeoffs between competing moral values. But it also enables moral flexibility, because it leaves people with an array of potential bases for a favored judgment. It has been suggested that consequentialist reasoning is particularly susceptible to motivated moral reasoning: When people are opposed to an action, they may selectively focus on potential negative consequences of an action and disregard potential positive consequences (Ditto & Liu, 2011).

2.3. Judgments of moral blame and punishment

Research into moral tradeoffs like the trolley problem revolves around tragically difficult choices that are as fantastical as they are gripping. The role of moral flexibility in situations like these is clear because of the inherent moral conflict that dilemmas engender. But a much more common feature of everyday life is the task of assigning responsibility, blame, and punishment to those around us for more minor infractions: A fender-bender, a broken promise, or a rude comment, for instance. In this section we describe the basic processes that translate our perception of an event (“The petty cash drawer was empty.”) to an assignment of responsibility (“Jim stole the money.”) to
a punishment (“Jim should be fired.”). Although one might suppose that such apparently simple judgments would leave little room for moral flexibility, in fact we find even the process of blame attribution is rife with conflict and compromise between competing moral principles.

Building on normative philosophical and legal traditions and classic work on the psychology of attribution (e.g., Heider, 1958; Kelley, 1967), psychologists have outlined the specific conditions necessary for arriving at a judgment that someone is blameworthy (e.g., Shaver, 1985; Weiner, 1995; Alicke, 2000; Malle, Guglielmo & Monroe, 2012). When presented with a possible moral infraction, perceivers ask themselves a series of questions about various features of the act, such as whether actors intended the outcome, had control over the outcome, and could foresee the results of their actions. Although the details differ between models, they all share some core features. Perceivers (i) assess whether there a causally responsible agent, (ii) evaluate whether that agent intentionally caused the harm, and (iii) assign moral responsibility, blame and punishment. These steps are typically posited to occur in that temporal order. If all these conditions are met, perceivers conclude that the actor should be held responsible and blamed (or praised, for positive actions); however, several studies have identified instances when this attribution sequence “breaks.” By disrupting the ordinary causal relationship between an actor and a victim, researchers hope to further refine our understanding of how people decide whether a person is to blame and how much punishment (if any) they deserve.

2.3.1. Moral Luck

Perhaps the simplest way to break the attribution sequence is with an accidental harm (“I thought I was putting sugar in your coffee, but it was rat poison!”) or an attempted harm (“I thought I was putting rat poison in your coffee, but it was sugar!”). In such cases, moral judgments are largely determined by a person’s intentions (Young, Cushman, Saxe & Hauser 2007; Young, Nichols & Saxe 2010). Along similar lines, people tend to discount moral blame when an agent does not act with control over their behavior (Shaver, 1985). For instance, relatives of people suffering from schizophrenia attenuate blame for actions that were undertaken as a direct result of the person’s (uncontrollable) hallucinations and delusions (Provencher & Fincham, 2000). Also, people are more likely to assign blame to AIDS patients if they contracted the disease through
controllable means (licentious sexual practices) than if through uncontrollable ones (receiving a tainted blood transfusion; Weiner, 1995).

There are some cases, however, in which accidental outcomes can make a surprising difference in our moral judgments. Consider, for example, two drunk drivers who were involved in accidents. One falls asleep, veers off the road, and strikes a tree, but the other falls asleep, veers off the road, and kills a pedestrian. The driver who kills the pedestrian faces a much stiffer punishment than the one who strikes the tree, a phenomenon is known as “moral luck” in philosophy and law (Hall, 1947; Hart & Honore, 1959; McLaughlin, 1925). In addition, many studies show moral luck effects in peoples’ intuitive judgments (Berg-Cross, 1975; Cushman, 2008; Cushman, Dreber, Wang, & Costa, 2009). According to one account of the phenomenon, intent-based moral judgment and outcome-based moral judgment operate in competition (Cushman, 2008). A competitive interaction between these two types of judgments may explain why people may feel caught in a dilemma in cases of moral luck. On the one hand, it seems wrong to treat the two drunk drivers differently given their identical behavior. On the other hand, it seems even more wrong to send one to prison for a DUI, or to let the other off with a ticket for killing a girl. In other words, intent to harm and causal responsibility for harm may not be fused into a single process of blame assignment, but rather exert independent influences on different categories of moral judgment (see also Buckholz et al., 2008).

2.3.2. Causal Deviance

Another example of when the standard attribution sequence breaks down also comes from the philosophical literature on cases of “causally deviant” actions (Searle, 1983). While traditional theories of responsibility specify that an agent should receive blame if she intended and caused an action (e.g., murder), people tend to reduce blame for an outcome if the intention and the cause are not linked tightly. Take this example, adapted from Chisholm (1966):

Joe wants to kill his rich uncle, as he stands to inherit a large sum of money. He formulates his plan to murder his uncle, and begins the drive to his uncle's home. Excited at the prospect of soon acquiring a lot of money, Joe is a bit careless at the wheel and hits and kills a pedestrian. This pedestrian turns out to have been his uncle.
According to the standard descriptive theories, people should ascribe full blame to Joe for the death of his uncle, as he intended the outcome, and was its sole cause. Yet the “deviant” link between Joe’s intentions and the outcome cause people to find the actions less blameworthy. For instance, in one study researchers provided participants with a description of a woman who successfully murdered her husband by poisoning his favorite dish at a restaurant. Some participants received a modified version of this scenario, in which the husband’s death only came about because the poison made the dish taste bad, and the husband ordered a new dish to which he was deathly allergic. Across a variety of these cases, participants reduced blame (as well as praise for positive actions) in the scenarios that included a “deviant” causal chain (Pizarro, Uhlmann, & Bloom, 2003), demonstrating that even in cases where an act is intended and caused, disrupting the causal chain—even if the intentions remain—reduces the willingness of individuals to assign responsibility

2.3.3. Backwards Inferences

Ordinarily, attribution-based accounts of moral responsibility, blame, and punishment assume that people begin with a fixed representation of an event—what a person intended, how they acted, and what harm they caused—and then proceed to make a moral evaluation based on this representation. But several revealing cases show influences that work in the opposite direction—whether or not a person acted in a way that is morally wrong can influence perceptions of the actors’ intentions and causal responsibility. Consider, for example, a man speeding home in a rainstorm who gets into an accident and injures others. People are more likely to judge that the man had control over the car if he was speeding home to hide cocaine from his parents than if he was speeding home to hide an anniversary gift for his wife, irrespective of the fact that the factors that led to the accident were identical across both scenarios (Alicke, 1992). According to Alicke, our desire to blame the nefarious “cocaine driver” leads us to distort the criteria of controllability in a fashion that validates this blame.

Researchers also have demonstrated similar asymmetries in judgments of intentionality. People are more inclined to say that a consequence was produced intentionally when they regard its consequences as morally wrong than morally right (see Knobe, 2006, for a review). Suppose that the CEO of a company is told that implementing a new policy will have the side-effect of either harming or helping the environment. In both cases, the CEO explicitly states that he only cares
about increasing profits, not about the incidental side-effect of harming or helping the environment. Nonetheless, study participants assert that the CEO who harmed the environment did so intentionally, whereas the one who helped the environment did not (Knobe, 2003). Although the mechanisms underlying this effect, and the conditions under which it occurs are open questions (see, e.g., Guglielmo & Malle, 2009; Uttich & Lombrozo, 2010; Sloman, Fernbach, & Ewing, 2012), the basic phenomenon is easily replicable and can be observed in children (using simpler scenarios) young as six and seven years old (Leslie, Knobe & Cohen 2006).

2.3.4. Blame and moral flexibility

Many everyday cases of moral violations fit a standard sequence in which one person intentionally causes harm to another, and this sequence appears to be reflected in our ordinary attribution processes. However, the research reviewed in this section is suggestive of moral flexibility. Moral responsibility, blame, and punishment vary across contexts, which suggests that more nuanced influences are at play in these judgments. In addition to the studies reviewed above, a grab bag of other factors exacerbate or moderate judgments of deserved punishment, including but not limited to the induction of incidental anger (i.e., anger about something unrelated to the focal event; Lerner, Goldberg, & Tetlock, 1998), whether the actor apologizes to the victim, acknowledges guilt, and/or is granted forgiveness by the victim (Robinson, Jackowitz, & Bartels, 2012), and whether the action is described as happening in the past or in the future (Burns, Caruso, & Bartels, 2012), or cultural differences in the ways that perceived intentions, actions, and outcomes relate to judgments of responsibility and morality (Miller & Bersoff, 1992; Cohen & Rozin, 2001). Although no model explains all of the phenomena mentioned above, we can gain some understanding by (i) examining dissociations between the psychological processes that determine the culpability of acts based on intentions versus those that determine culpability based on outcomes and (ii) further probing the psychological processes that cause assessments of causation, control, and intent to be reciprocally influenced by the moral status of the action that a person performs.

2.4 Summary of evidence for moral flexibility
If there is one undisputed fact about the human capacity for moral judgment, it is that the capacity itself comprises a diverse array of distinct psychological processes. These processes often operate in competition, and the moral dilemmas that result provide fertile ground for the work of philosophers and psychologists alike. They also provide people with the challenge of reconciling diverse moral concerns, and the opportunity to selectively recruit moral principles to support a favored judgment. This tremendous complexity gives rise to methodological and theoretical challenges for research in moral psychology. Next, we sketch some of the challenges and suggest a few promising paths forward for the field.

3. METHODOLOGICAL DESIDERATA

3.1. Exercise caution when making comparisons to normative standards.

One research strategy that has been used in judgment and decision making research is to (i) identify a normative model, (ii) demonstrate ways that people’s responses systematically diverge from the predictions of the normative model, and (iii) treat these “errors” as diagnostic of mental processes (e.g., Kahneman, 2000; Shafir & LeBoeuf, 2002). Sunstein (2005) uses this method to identify what he calls “moral heuristics.” While adhering to this error-and-bias approach makes sense across many domains of choice where there is widespread agreement about the normative standard (such as probabilistic judgments), it is unclear that the approach is appropriate for ethical judgment given how little agreement there is among experts or lay judges about the “right” answer. For example, a survey of 73 professors with a PhD in philosophy and primary area of specialization in ethics revealed that 37% endorse deontological principles, 27% endorse utilitarian principles, 22% endorse virtue ethics, and 14% endorse none of the above (personal communication: reanalysis of data reported in Schwitzgebel & Cushman, 2012). In short, comparison to normative standards is more problematic for moral than for non-moral judgments and decisions due to the lack of consensus (or even a majority opinion) about which normative theory provides the right answer about how to act across situations.

Nonetheless, the error-and-bias approach to moral judgment is common in the literature. Several prominent researchers in the field adopt utilitarianism as the normative standard of comparison for ethical judgment and categorize deontological judgments as heuristics that can give
rise to “errors” when they conflict with the greater good. Sunstein (2005), for example, adopts this approach and argues that deontological “rules of thumb” give rise to “mistaken and even absurd moral judgments” (p.531). For Sunstein, the implication is that we should be wary of deontological intuitions, as they are likely to be “unreliable” and “unsound,” and that these intuitions ought to be deprecated when making decisions about law and public policy (for critiques of this approach, see Bauman & Skitka, 2009a; Mikhail, 2005; Pizarro & Uhlmann, 2005; Tetlock, 2005).

In addition to the problem of disagreement over normative standards, the standard manner used to assess moral judgments (i.e., through the use of sparsely-described moral tradeoff scenarios that pit a utilitarian option against a deontological option) might not identify the psychological mechanisms that give rise to the response. In the footbridge version of the trolley problem, for example, participants may choose to push the fat man because (i) they care so much about saving lives that they are reluctantly willing to do what would otherwise be a horrible thing, or (ii) because killing someone is not as aversive to them as it is to others. Pushing the man off the footbridge is the “optimal” response for a researcher adopting utilitarianism as the normative standard, but simply recording participants’ choices offers no way to distinguish between “real” utilitarians from potential psychopaths. In fact, some evidence suggests that these dilemmas are likely capturing the latter. People who score higher in antisocial personality traits, including psychopathy, Machiavellianism, and the perception that life is meaningless, are more likely to push the fat man and provide seemingly “utilitarian” responses in other similar dilemmas (Bartels & Pizarro, 2011).

Although identical responses to these dilemmas may reflect very different sets of intuitions, some have argued that any intuitions generated by these artificial problems are not trustworthy. For example, Hare (1981, p. 139) writes: “Undoubtedly, critics of utilitarianism will go on trying to produce examples which are both fleshed out and reasonably likely to occur, and also support their argument. I am prepared to bet, however, that the nearer they get to realism and specificity, and the further from playing trains—a sport which has had such a fascination for them—the more likely the audience is, on reflection, to accept the utilitarian solution.” These intuitions may also be a result of features that even respondents would agree are morally irrelevant (e.g., Ditto, Pizarro, & Tannenbaum, 2009; Uhlmann, Pizarro, Tannenbaum, & Ditto, 2009), and as such might not even derive from the application of a moral principle.
In short, there are good reasons to question some widespread methodological practices that are used in the study of moral judgment: the adoption of a normative standard to assess “errors” of moral judgment, and the reliance on sacrificial moral dilemmas. An overreliance on these methods may prevent us from uncovering the subtlety and complexity of our everyday moral psychology.

3.2. Measurement issues

We noted earlier that both the world and people’s moral systems are complicated. One implication of moral flexibility is that study participants may look to the study stimuli for cues about how to affirm their values when making choices. Seemingly insignificant differences in study design may affect the responses that participants give and the resulting inferences that researchers draw.

3.2.1. Answers depend on questions

Discussing morality is difficult in the real world, and those difficulties extend to the laboratory. Participants respond to the question asked rather than to the question researchers think they asked. Questionnaire items need to be both accurate and precise; good items are interpreted in the same way by different people (accurate) and good items address the construct they were intended to assess (precise; see also Grice, 1975). Kahane & Shackel (2010) note that researchers use a wide array of items when studying moral dilemmas, often with unforeseen consequences. Different types of judgment—for instance, “wrong,” versus “inappropriate,” “forbidden,” or “blameworthy”—can produce systematic effects on responses (Cushman, 2008; O’Hara, Sinnott-Armstrong, Sinnott-Armstrong, 2010). Other differences that stem from differences in the way that questions are asked can be even more substantial. A large asymmetry can emerge across responses to prompts that differ in valence (e.g., “forbid” vs. “allow;” Holleman, 1999). Additionally, responses to questions about wrongness (e.g., “Is it wrong to X?”) and behavioral intentions (e.g., “Would you X?”) can differ dramatically (Borg, Hynes, Van Horn, Grafton, & Sinnott-Armstrong, 2006). Therefore, researchers must be as diligent when constructing measures as when creating stimuli and handling other methodological aspects of studies.
3.2.2. Response format

A wealth of studies demonstrate that the way researchers ask for a moral judgment influences the answers they will get from participants. Sometimes this is a nuisance, but at least as often, it turns out to be psychologically revealing. For instance, Bartels and Medin (2007) found that by refocusing participants’ attention to the costs versus benefits of an environmental tradeoff (killing some fish on order to save others), they could vary the relationship between protected values and utilitarian choice. When benefits were highlighted, those who treated fish as protected values were more utilitarian; when costs were highlighted, those who treated fish as protected values were less so.

One of the most commonly used methods of manipulating participants’ judgments is to use joint versus separate evaluation of alternatives, which represents a choice between within- versus between-subjects designs. Both designs have strengths and limitations, and the decision to use one over the other should depend on the particular question being asked (for an excellent discussion on this topic, see Charness, Gneezy, & Kuhn, 2012). Within-subjects designs provide greater statistical power and depend less on random assignment to minimize differences across conditions of the experiment (for further discussion of these issues, see Fisher, 1935). Between-subjects designs eliminate the possibility that an initial stimulus can influence how people perceive and respond to subsequent stimuli (i.e., carry-over effects; Davis, 1995), and they reduce the risk that participants may respond differently based on inferences they make about the purpose of the study (i.e., demand characteristics; Orne, 1962; Rosenthal, 1976). Standard stimulus ordering techniques, such as counterbalancing and Latin square designs, eliminate systematic carry-over effects, but they do not eliminate demand characteristics. The only way to truly know whether or how the experimental design of a study affects the results is to run both and compare them. Testing every idea using both within- and between-subjects designs is neither necessary nor practical, but it may be problematic to draw firm conclusions about some research questions based on evidence from only one type of design.

Within- and between-subjects designs represent different types contexts in which people make choices. Some have argued that most judgments occur in the context of single, isolated episodes; “much of life resembles a between-subjects experiment” (Kahneman, 2000, p. 682, see also Nagel & Waldmann, 2013). In other words, separate evaluation may be more reflective of the
kinds of judgments that people are likely to make under “ordinary” circumstances because people are not usually confronted with choices between well-controlled “stimuli”, one after another. However, joint evaluation may be a better model of some contexts, such as when philosophers, jurists or policy-makers explicitly consider hypothetical alternatives, when consumers face an explicit comparison between goods, or when doctors have to make decisions about assigning scarce organs or blood to patients (Goodwin & Landy, in press; Li, Veitri, Galvani, & Chapman, 2010). In short, between-subjects designs are especially appropriate means to model judgments about a single option or event, whereas within-subjects designs are particularly well-suited to model choices between salient alternatives.

Contrasting joint and separate evaluation can also be a useful technique for determining the psychological mechanisms underlying a judgment process. For instance, Hsee (1996) showed that people would pay more a new dictionary with 10,000 words than a used dictionary with 20,000 words and a torn cover when the dictionaries were evaluated by separate groups of people (i.e., a between-subjects design). But, when the dictionaries were evaluated jointly (i.e., a within-subjects design), this preference reversed; people would pay more for the slightly tattered dictionary with more words than the new dictionary with fewer words. This experiment illustrates a general property of joint versus separate evaluation. Under separate evaluation, people tend to rely on heuristic processes and qualitative distinctions (“new is better, tattered is worse”) whereas under the enriched evaluative context of joint evaluation, they tend to rely on the controlled application of explicit rules and models (“more words is better for a dictionary”).

In the literature on moral judgment, joint versus separate evaluations have been contrasted several times, often with the purpose of discriminating automatic and controlled processes (e.g., Bartels, 2008; Kogut & Ritov, 2005; Lombozo, 2009; Paharia, Kassam, Greene, & Bazerman, 2009). Bartels (2008), for example, found that people evaluated harmful actions as more unfavorable than harmful omissions when evaluating instances separately. For example, participants who read about administrators who caused some deaths by administering a vaccine to prevent more deaths from a contagious outbreak of a disease reported stronger condemnation than participants who read about administrators who did not administer a vaccine and accepted a greater number of deaths from the disease. When participants read both version of the scenario, however, the trend reversed; they perceived actions that caused some harm to be more favorably than omissions that
allowed a greater amount of harm to occur. Somewhat similarly, Cushman, Young, and Hauser (2006) found that people feel that it is worse to harm a person to save others (as in the footbridge version of the trolley problem) by physically touching them (e.g., push the fat man off the footbridge) than by mechanical mediation (e.g., pulling a level that drops the fat man through a trap door) when judging scenarios separately. However, people tended to deny the relevance of this distinction when the scenarios were evaluated side-by-side.

In summary, researchers must be mindful of the potential impact of response formats on participants’ choices. Decisions about whether to use within- or between-subjects designs (or both) should depend on the particular research question under examination.

3.3. Moving beyond the laboratory and traditional stimuli to accommodate individual and cultural variation

Theories of morality typically try to identify universal moral principles while also accommodating differences in judgments and choices across settings and people. A major challenge when conducting moral judgment and decision making research is creating compelling laboratory stimuli that capture the essence of moral judgment processes that people deploy in the real world. Doing so is essential to ensure that results are sufficiently generalizable to support the type of inferences researchers would like to make. This challenge is particularly difficult in the moral domain. Whereas one can often create consumer choices, visual or acoustic environments, and ordinary social encounters that mirror reality, there are obvious constraints on the ability to create genuinely wrenching moral tradeoffs and/or opportunities for high-stakes (im)moral behavior in a laboratory environment.

Hypothetical cases such as the trolley problem have been widely used, and they come with both advantages and disadvantages. Trolley problems are attractive laboratory stimuli because they provide easily modifiable stimuli to examine moral phenomena (Greene, 2009; Mikhail, 2009). As the literature reviewed above indicates, research using trolley problems (and many other types of hypothetical vignettes) have inspired a large body of productive research. And, many findings involving trolley problems have *prima facie* connections to core phenomena in the moral domain.
For instance, judgments elicited by trolley problems are compromised among people high in psychopathy and Machiavellianism (Bartels & Pizarro, 2011) and people with brain trauma that affects social decision-making (Koenigs et al., 2007). Judgments elicited by trolley problems also correlate with levels of empathy (Gleichgerrcht & Young, 2013). However, there are also notable drawbacks to using trolley-type dilemmas for moral judgment research. For instance, people might not accept the closed-world assumptions of these scenarios—they might doubt whether a fat man’s body can stop a trolley car or whether this is the only available solution (Bennis, Medin, & Bartels, 2010). Moreover, even if they accept the constraints of the problem, many people find trolley problems to be amusing rather than sobering, and some evidence suggests that trolley problems do not always engage the same psychological processes as other moral situations (Bauman, McGraw, Bartels, & Warren, 2013). Trolley problems also focus on just one dimension of moral concern—physical harm—to the exclusion of moral concerns such as fairness, purity, and so forth (Haidt & Joseph, 2004). Also, importantly, relying on any one set of stimuli is problematic; if most studies on a given topic use highly similar stimuli, researchers cannot determine whether or how common features of the stimuli influence the results (Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Wells & Windschitl, 1999).

An important complement to vignette-based work, wholly different in its approach, is anthropological research, such as Alan Fiske’s (1991) observations of relational differences between Americans and Africans, which serve as complementary views by which to test the validity of models built in the laboratory. Ginges, Atran, and colleagues’ field studies on sacred values in suicide/martyrdom attacks and peace negotiations similarly serve as case studies to contrast the predictions of decision models that assume people’s choices aim to produce desirable outcomes (Ginges & Atran, 2009; Ginges, Atran, Sachedeva, & Medin, 2011).

Emerging evidence for moral flexibility presents another challenge for theorists. Both vignette-based studies (e.g., Haidt, Kohler & Dias 1993; Piazza & Landy, 2013) and anthropological evidence (e.g., Shweder et al., 1987) converge on the conclusion that there is substantial individual and cross-cultural variation, across and within countries, in moral norms (reviewed in Sachdeva, Singh, & Medin, 2011). Differences in what people see as right and wrong may be limited by a narrow selection of participants in laboratory experiments, reflecting a broader concern that applies across diverse areas of psychological research (Henrich, Heine & Noranzayan, 2010). For instance, Fiske’s (1991) field work suggests that what is or is not sacred depends on culture. Whereas land is
freely bought and sold in the US, land in areas of rural Western Africa is considered communal and thus it is wrong to sell. And, what people deem as right and wrong can change rather quickly within a culture. Consider the rapid changes in people’s opinion about tobacco (Rozin, 1999) or gay marriage in the United States. In less than 12 years, support went from 65% opposing gay marriage to over 50% favoring it (Pew, 2013).

One major area of recent research on individual and cultural diversity in moral values comes from moral foundations theory (Haidt & Joseph, 2004). Drawing from anthropology, evolutionary psychology, and moral psychology, moral foundations theory seeks to identify how people’s conception of virtues gives rise to moral concerns that differ across situations and across people (Graham et al., 2013; Haidt & Joseph, 2004, 2007). In particular, much of the research on moral foundations theory has sought to understand differences in people’s attitudes about contemporary issues (some of which correlate with political affiliation) rather than choices in experimenter-created scenarios. The theory proposes that foundations are innate, evolved psychological mechanisms that are malleable insofar as they are influenced by culture and refined though personal experience (Graham et al., 2013; Haidt, 2008). A finite number of foundations are expected to account for all possible moral considerations and functions. Initially, the theory identified four foundations, including: (i) Suffering, to nurture and protect vulnerable people, (ii) Reciprocity, to manage cooperation and exploitation in exchange relationships, (iii) Hierarchy, to encourage subordinates to be obedient and deferent and charging leaders to provide guidance and protection, and (iv) Purity, to govern material consumption, taboo ideas, and sexual behavior. It later expanded to include (v) Loyalty, to encourage group-sustaining behavior, including desires to reward individual sacrifice for the good of the group and punishment social loafers and traitors. Although these five foundations have received the most attention, the current theorizing acknowledges that other foundations likely exist. Theorists have only recently begun to specify the criteria that define whether something is a foundation (Graham et al., 2013), but a substantial body of evidence suggests that moral attitudes cohere according to a structure that does not correspond closely to consequentialism, deontology, and other organizing principles used in research on moral judgment and decision making. Therefore, this work illustrates why it is important to look beyond the laboratory—methods and research questions have a reciprocal influence on each other, and researchers who use different methods are able to “see” different parts of the big picture.
In summary, the field of moral psychology is presented with new challenges and opportunities at a methodological level. A central theme is the need to integrate research across diverse traditions, so that the precision and control of laboratory and field approaches can benefit from the ecological validity and richness of anthropological data, and vice-versa. Understanding individual and cultural differences in moral judgment is one area that may benefit from such a synthesis.
4. UNDERSTUDIED AREAS

In this chapter, we have reviewed several themes in the literature—those focusing on unique aspects of moral beliefs, moral tradeoffs, and moral judgments about others’ actions. In this section, we address three areas of research that are understudied, but have recently received some attention in the literature.

4.1. Moral Praise

Moral judgment and decision making research has largely focused judgments of impermissibility, wrongness, blame, and punishment. However, there has been comparatively less attention devoted to the positive side of morality. What are the features of a moral decision context that lead people to view an action as being so morally good that people should be praised for the action and/or that features that make us feel morally obligated to perform the action? For instance, many accounts of how these judgments are made assume that judgments of responsibility for good actions should be symmetric, even though differences between good and bad actions have long been acknowledged (e.g., Kant’s notion of perfect and imperfect duties). The rules for positive responsibility judgments (i.e., how we determine what is praiseworthy) are understudied. Some existing evidence suggests that differences exist between the way that negative actions elicit blame and positive actions elicit praise. For example, Pizarro, Uhlmann, & Salovey (2003) found that praise is not discounted for impulsive positive actions in the same way that blame is discounted for impulsive negative actions. Also, as noted earlier, Knobe (2003) found that that positive side-effects of an action are viewed as having been less intentional than negative side-effects of an action. Additionally, Goodwin and Darley (2012) have shown that people see the moral wrongness of negative actions as more objective than the moral rightness of positive actions after controlling for the extremity of goodness/badness judgments. These studies suggest that blame and praise are not mirror images of each other, but there is much more to learn about the sources of these asymmetries.

Even less research has been conducted to understand the judgmental processes by which people decide that some acts are supererogatory (those acts that go “above-and-beyond” what duty requires). While a great deal of moral heroism falls under this category, much more attention has been given to the question of which behaviors are obligatory, forbidden, or permissible (all of which
tend to be discussed with examples in the negative domain). In short, the literature on praise—how, when, and why people arrive at the judgment that an act is praiseworthy—is dwarfed by literature on the negative side of moral judgment.

4.2. Moral obligation to help
Closely allied with the study of praise, the moral obligation to help others has received a great deal of attention in normative ethics—particularly in utilitarian philosophy—but it has received relatively less attention in research on moral judgment and decision making. For example, philosophers have asked why most people feel that letting a child drown in a nearby pond is less permissible than letting a child die of malnutrition in a famine-struck country (Singer, 1972; Unger, 1996; Kamm, 2007). Studies of people’s moral intuitions about these cases suggest that people feel morally obligated to help others in dire need (and/or disparage others who do not help) when the victim’s needs are salient to the agent and the agent can help effectively (Nagel & Waldmann, 2013), and when others are in-group members (Baron & Miller, 2001). However, people feel less morally obligated to help (and judge not helping as less wrong) when they focus on the number or proportion of individuals they cannot help rather than focus on the individuals that they can help, a phenomenon dubbed “futility thinking” (Bartels & Burnett, 2010; Unger, 1996) or “pseudo-inefficacy” (Dickert et al., 2012). Interestingly, strict utilitarians may be less susceptible to futility thinking than people with more flexible moral systems. People who endorse utilitarian actions in sacrificial dilemmas (e.g., those who judge throwing the fat man off the footbridge to save the lives of five others to be the morally right action) are also more likely to judge actions that do not save lives in non-sacrificial contexts (e.g., not sending back an envelope to UNICEF with a donation to help needy children in a faraway country) as being morally wrong (Conway, Bartels, & Pizarro, 2013). The studies we discuss in this section begin to identify some phenomena of interest, but much more remains to be learned about people’s sense of moral obligation.

4.3. Moral character
Moral character and virtue represent a small share of theorizing in contemporary moral judgment and decision making research. This proportion is surprising given that virtue ethics comprises a
major branch of philosophical normative theory; recall that 22% of ethicists polled by Cushman and colleague endorsed virtue ethics. There is, however, a growing literature suggesting that the narrow focus on how people evaluate specific actions (such as whether a given action is right or wrong, or whether a person deserves blame or praise for performing the action) is insufficient for explaining the flexibility with which people assess blame or praise. Mounting evidence suggests that when making moral judgments, people often care about persons rather than about individual acts—they sometimes act like lay virtue theorists (see Pizarro & Tannenbaum, 2011 for a review). A character-based approach is consistent with an extended body of evidence in the psychology of social evaluation pointing to the primacy of the good/bad dimension when evaluating people. For instance, people make these sorts of evaluations with great ease; they evaluate others as good or bad quickly and automatically (Bar, Neta, & Linz, 2006; Todorov, Said, Engell & Oosterhof, 2008), they appear to make these evaluations across many cultures (Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick, 2007), and the evaluation of others as good or bad emerges early in development (it can be seen in 6-month-olds; Hamlin, Wynn, & Bloom, 2007; Kuhlmeier, Wynn, & Bloom, 2003).

Given the primacy of character judgments in social evaluation, theorists should expect people to be sensitive to cues that might be informative about a person’s underlying character. And, in fact, traits that are viewed as providing information about others’ moral character (whether good or bad) appear to have a particularly large impact on the global impressions formed of people who possess those traits (Goodwin, Piazza, & Rozin, in press). One cue to a person’s character is whether they perform actions while under a calm, rational state of mind versus act on impulse. For instance, Pizarro, Uhlmann, and Salovey (2003) found that participants tended to discount blame if a negative act was committed impulsively—a person who impulsively hit someone in a fit of anger seemed to participants to be less responsible than someone who deliberately decided to hit someone, but positive acts that were committed impulsively (e.g., impulsively donating money to charity because of a strong sympathetic reaction) were not judged to be less praiseworthy than the same actions performed after deliberation. Pizarro et al. argued that respondents reached inferences about the actors’ character. In a similar vein, Woolfolk, Doris, and Darley (2006) demonstrated that actors can sometimes be judged as morally responsible for their actions even if such actions were completely constrained by external circumstances. Woolfolk and colleagues described a scenario where a man was under a clear situational constraint that forced him to murder a passenger on an airplane (he was forced by hijackers to kill the person or else he and 10 others would be killed).
Participants had no problem holding him responsible for the murder if it was something he wanted to do anyway (that is, if he “identified” with the act). On the other hand, if participants believed that, while under identical situational constraints, the agent did not identify with the action—that in some sense the behavior felt “alien” to him—participants then discounted their attributions of responsibility.

Another cue that a person possesses a bad character is if she takes pleasure in the suffering of others (Ames & Johar, 2009). Any cue about the hedonic responses a perpetrator experiences while committing a negative act should influence judgments of character. Consistent with this idea, Goodwin, Gromet, and Darley (2011) recently demonstrated that “hedonic markers” that suggested the perpetrator took pleasure in a killing (e.g., cutting the body into pieces) negatively impacted judgments of a person’s character, and led participants to favor the death penalty as punishment. A similar pattern of results emerged when participants were directly told the agent had experienced positive affect during the commission of the murder.

These cues are seen as informative of moral character because they are signals to a person’s underlying mental state—their intentions and desires, and these properties are viewed as diagnostic of more stable moral traits. For instance, even harmless actions are judged as blameworthy if they contain these cues, such as if the agent appears callous or insensitive (Tannenbaum, Uhlmann & Diermeier, 2011), or appears to possess “wicked” underlying desires (Inbar, Pizarro & Cushman, 2012). Even when there are no clear moral violations or harmful consequences, perceiving a person as having a bad moral character changes how their actions are judged. In short, the kind of person you are may impact the sanctions you receive just as much as the nature of the act you committed.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Moral thinking pervades everyday decision making, and so understanding the psychological underpinnings of moral judgment and decision making is an important goal for the behavioral sciences. Research that focuses on rule-based models makes moral decisions appear straightforward and rigid, but our review suggests that they more complicated. Our attempt to document the state of the field reveals the diversity of approaches that (indirectly) reveals the flexibility of moral decision making systems. Whether they are study participants, policy makers, or the person on the street,
people are strongly motivated to adhere to and affirm their moral beliefs—they want to make the right judgments and choices, and do the right thing. But what is right and wrong, like many things, depends in part on the situation. So while moral judgments and choices can be accurately characterized as using moral rules, they are also characterized by a striking ability to adapt to situations that require flexibility.

Consistent with this theme, our review suggests that context strongly influences which moral principles people use to judge actions and actors and that apparent inconsistencies across situations need not be interpreted as evidence of moral bias, error, hypocrisy, weakness, or failure. One implication of the evidence for moral flexibility we have presented is that it might be difficult for any single framework to capture moral judgments and decisions (and this may help explain why no fully descriptive and consensus model of moral judgment and decision making exists despite decades of research). While several interesting puzzle pieces have been identified, the big picture remains unclear. We cannot even be certain that all of these pieces belong to just one puzzle. Fortunately for researchers interested in this area, there is much left to be learned, and we suspect that the coming decades will budge us closer to a complete understanding of moral judgment and decision making.
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